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Transformers bumblebee movie toys wiki

This article is about a persona from the Transformers franchise. For the 2018 film, see Bumblebee (film). This article has several problems. Please help improve it or discuss these issues at the talk. (Learn how and when to remove these template messages) This article describes a work or element of fiction in a mostly universe-style style. Please help to rewrite to more clearly
explain fiction and provide a non-fictional perspective. (July 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) This article needs additional quotes to check. Please help to improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Non-material can be challenged and removed. Search for sources: Transformers Bee – news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR
(September 2010) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) BumblebeeTransformers characterVoiced by (English)Dan GilvezanVoiced by (Japanese)Yoku Shioya (Generation 1) Michitaka Kobayashi (The Headmasters)In-universe informationAffiliationAutobotJapanese nameBumble/GoldbugSub-
groupMinicars, Throttlebots, Pretenders, Action Masters, Go-Bots, Deluxe machinesFunctionEspionage, Espionage Director, Spy, ScoutRank7PartnerBrawn, Cliffjumper, Optimus Prime, Spike Witwicky, Chip Chase, Pipes, Tailgate, Swerve, Warpath, Huffer, Cosmos, Powerglide, Gears, OutbackMottoThe least likely can be the most dangerous. - No, no, you know the others, you
have to get to know each other first. - No, it's not the Data that's power. - No, no Alternative modesCybertron car, Volkswagen Beetle, Suzuki Swift, muscle car Bumblebee is a fictional superhero robot in the many sequels in the Transformers franchise. The hero is a member of the autobots, a group of conscious self-driving modular forms of robots. In most versions, bumblebee is
a small yellow Volkswagen Beetle, although from live action movies, it appears as cars inspired by several generations of Chevrolet America cars - with live-action movie versions being a yellow Camaro with black racing stripes. The original design of the automotive mode is based on a classic European type 1 Volkswagen Beetle. [1] The character is named after a bee, a black
and yellow stripe, which inspired his drawing scheme. Bumblebee appeared in most of the series and later became the protagonist in Transformers: Robots in Masks, Bee and Transformers: Cyberverse. Transformers: Generation 1 Bumblebee (known as Abejorro in Mexico, Bumble in Japan, Moscardo in Portugal, Űrdongo in Hungary, Majolino in Italy, Bourdon in France) is the
younger brother of the heroic or protagonist autobot faction and mascot, constantly seeking to prove himself in the eyes of other robots - especially its leader, Optimus Prime. This often causes him to take risks that put him in danger. Although a little smart aleck, he is a capable and reliable messenger and it allows him to go to places that his older commanders cannot. It has high
fuel efficiency, has great visual acuity, is especially adaptable to underwater environments and turns into a yellow Volkswagen Volkswagen. It was later reconstructed into a stronger, more mature form like Goldbug. At BotCon's 2010 reception, Hasbro named Bumblebee as one of the top five robot inductives at Transformers Hall of Fame. [2] The Transformers Animated Series
Bumblebee is the second character to appear in the original transformers animated series, while on a mission to restore a small clutch of energy wires with Wheeljack. Bumblebee was subsequently among the transformers aboard the Ark that crashed to Earth, causing the transformers inside to be trapped in 10 000-year-old 100-year-olds. The awakening in 1984 helped Bronheid
push a river and use its small size to help its human ally, Sparkplug Witwicky, plant explosives at the height of mining operations in Decepticon. Bumblebee later befriended Spike's son, but on their first adventure together they were kidnapped by The Deseptic and Bumblebee's memory chip was altered as he inadvertently lured the other autobots into a trap. Bumblebee recovered
in time to help his fellow Autobots stop the Decepticons from sending Spike to Cyberron. After their first adventure, Bumblebee and Spike became best friends for life, as they both realized they were a good team. On one of his missions, Bumblebee was wounded with Spike inside from a battle with the Decepticons at a missile base. Bumbleby was repaired by Ratchett while his
best friend was in the hospital, but his mind shifted to the Autobod X robot created by Spark plug so that the doctors at the hospital could operate on their real one. When Spike left base as he had a side effect of the brain transfer, Bumblebee left to look for his best friend, but his radio transmitters have not yet been fixed. After finding Spike, Bumblebee tried to make his friend
realize, but failed when his best friend believed he had deceived him. Bumblebee sees The Decepticons arrive at his location, but they don't see him, so he is able to hear Megatron lying to his best friend, then leave to pick up Optimus Prime and his other friends for help, who helped with repairs at the missile base where they had fought in the before. After arriving at the missile
base, Bumbleby told Optimus that Megatron was manipulating Spike and that he believed him. Bumbleby was asked to lead his location by Optimus, who feared the Decepticons would find out about Spike's confused mind and take advantage of the situation to help his friend. Arriving where Spike was, Bumblebee and Prime tried to hit him, but it didn't work out as they had hoped,
but both were relieved when the spiker was threatened. After The decepticons left, Bumblebee gave his best friend five when he returned to his real body when everything got better. Bumblebee's next adventure will take place when he accompanies Spike and Spaplug with Jazz to try out his new speakers, but decides to head to headquarters so he doesn't have to deal with his
loud music. When Bumblebee returned to headquarters, he only saw Bluestrictrick there and that Teletrean 1 was damaged. He was then dragged into the recharge chamber by Bluestreak as Megatron placed a personal destabilizer in their rechargeable chamber to turn all autobots into evil. However, Bumblebee was saved when Jazz, Spike and Spark plug arrived just in time,
while jazz pushed Bluestrick for a while. After Spark plug fix Teletraun 1, he, Bumblebee, Jazz and Spike were shocked when Teletraan 1 told them that Megatron had turned his friends from good to evil. Since Bumblebee and Jazz were the only ones not affected by the personality destabilizer, Bumblebee decided to stop his comrades when he heard about Optimus Prime, Brawn
and Prowl attacking spike with him with an air force jet base. Once they arrived, Bumblebee tried several times to get to Optimus, but to fail. Bumblebee was liberated from his friends from deseptics control after Spapplug invented Stock Exchange Attitudes to counteract personality destabilizers, with the exception of Prime. Bumbleby took the last as there were no others left as he
wanted to make one last attempt to bring Optimus back into his senses. Bumblebee told his friend/guide that he was not evil and believed in him, then encouraged him to fight megatron control too not to give up. The beekeeper quickly set the mindset of Optimus, who heard his voice, which freed him from deseptic control. Bumbleby was embraced by Prime as a thank you for not
reaching out to him and saving him. After stopping The Decepticons, Bumblebee was again thanked by Optimus Prime, who also thanked everyone for their help, for what he did for him. Bumblebee's with Spike gave Ratchett and Spakplug tools as they needed to determine the Air Force planes destroyed while Megatron was under Megatron's control. Bumblebee later befriended
a girl named Carly, who admired the autobots. While testing one of Wiljack's inventions, Bumblebee struggled with Decepticons as they wanted to steal it, which they managed to do. After the fight, Bumblebee and Spike went looking for Carly, who left the base to help them, as she thought it was her fault that the Deseptic had received the invention due to the fact that she was
there when they tested it. Bee and Spike found Carly with Ironhide, who rescued her from the Decepticons, but didn't go too far when they saw their friend wasn't behind them. Going back into robot mode, Bumblebee wonders what's going on then saw that Ironhide had isolated. After From the autobots showed up, Bee and Spike and Carly hid, and everyone agreed they had to do
something. Bumblebee signaled jazz to make his sound and light show, which distracted The Deceptics, so Carly could reverse the process of Wheeljack's invention. After the battle was won, Bumblebee encouraged Spike to ask Carly, knowing that they had feelings for each other. When the body of the late Optimus Prime is recovered from space by a pair of scientists who hate
transformers who intend to use it to lure autobots into a trap, Bumblebee is part of the rescue team led by Rodimus Prime to recover it. Entering the lab, some transformers are exposed to furious foreign spores that can infect them with plague, causing them to get angry, and although Bumblebee avoids infection, it is severely damaged by the infected rampirane Superion. A
member of the alien race called Quinteson subsequently repaired and restored Optimus Prime for life so that he could stop the hate plague and repair the Bee. The little Autobot was so badly damaged that it required a whole reconstruction and was rebuilt as a throttle. In his new, shiny body, he commented that he had gone beyond the simple old bee buzz and is now a golden
bug, prompting Optimus Prime to blacken it Goldbug. Goldbug traveled with Optimus Prime to chaar's deseptic planet to provide a heat-resistant alloy that could protect it from the plague, only to be infected on the mission and later cured when Prime used the power of the Matrix of Leadership to clear the plague. Due to an animation error, Bumblebee appeared in a wide frame in
celebration with Goldbug, where he was seen jumping and cheering during the final episode of the series. Bumblebee and Optimus Prime are the only autobots to appear in all seasons, especially the first and final episode of the cartoon. Bumblebee appears in the latest episode as an animation error, but he counts himself as the main character who appears. Bumblebee appeared
in Generation 2: Redux, Botcon magazine, which was defined after the events of the last episode as Goldbug, which fought the Decepticons in Switzerland alongside Jazz, Sideswipe, Beachcomber and Seaspray and became Bumblebee again in its G2 color under the Forreston. Transformers: The Directors in Transformers: The Directors, Goldbug and the other Throttlebots were
in Cybertron when Vector Sigma began to destabilize as a consequence of the launch of Optimus Prime Energy of the Disease Cure Matrix in the previous year. Decepticons soon invaded the planet in an attempt to take control of the computer, and Goldbug and Throttlebots joined Dinobots Grimlock and Slag in holding the line against them. Unfortunately, they were knocked
unconscious by the hypnotic power of the new Deseptic Director Mindwipe, but they were able to slow down the Decepticons long enough to arrive and Battle. 1. 1. disappeared after this encounter, suggesting that they may have been destroyed, but they eventually reappeared months later as the Decepticons carried out their final plan to destroy the Earth. Goldbug and
Throttlebots teamed up with Fastlane and Cloudraker to investigate the appearance of death tower in Santiago, Chile, only to find their predecessors waiting there. Naturally, the small bots were not for the powerful combiner, but they fought bravely, clinging to his limbs before being pinned aside. Luckily, the target administrators arrived in time to secure them and take them. It's
also because of the cuts that happened in the middle of the film. Books Ballantyne Bee Books is featured in Discover Your Destiny Junior Dinobots Hit by Casey Todd and Battle Drive by Barbara Siegel and Scott Siegel. Kid Stuff Records &amp;gt; Records &amp;gt; Records &amp;gt; Bumblebee is featured in audio and book adventure Doom Satellite published by Kid Stuff
Records &amp;quot;. Modern publishing bumblebee has been featured in transformers since 1993: Generation 2 coloring book Desepton Madness by Bud Simpson. [3] Bumblebee comics appear in numerous comics and related media printed by various publishers. 3H Enterprises Bumblebee appeared in the voice play of actors performed in BotCon 2004, in which a device built
by Rhinox to stop Unicron from pulling victims of other dimensions inadvertently transported an Auto shuttlebot under Bumblebee's command in the middle of a battle between Rattrap, Silverbolt and Waspinator and a team of Unicron agents. Bumblebee's shuttle can polish Ratreep and company when their ship is destroyed. After saving more from Unicron's victims than the
Decepticons, bumblebee's team returned to their own time. Condor Verlag In a story called With their Blasters you will know them ... from Transformer Comic-Con issue #12 by German comic book publisher Condor Verlag Prime instructs Backstreet, Bumblebee and Ruckus on how to identify the autobots from The Deseptics in battle with Ark's computer. [4] Devil's Due Publishing
In Devil's Due was the first G.I Joe vs. Transformers crossover, the evil terrorist organization Cobra were the first to reveal the Whale and transformers, getting stuck in it, capturing and reformatting a large number of them to use as military machines. Bumblebee and Wheeljack are able to avoid this fate, contact the team created to respond to the threat of Cobra, G.I. Joe, and help
free their fellow Autobots. Unlike most autobots that have new alternative modes, Bumblebee and Wheeljack have the original generation 1 alternative modes in this series. In the second cross, Bumblebee was among the autobots sent in time due to a Telegraph-3 computer incident. As part of a small group transported to the 1970s, Bumblebee like a small economy car (this time,
road, AMC Pager) before team Joe and Cobray returned all the transformers to today's Cybertron. Bumblebee was central to the third series of crossover, as he Grimlock, Arcee and Perceptor were sent to Earth to help G.I. Joe eliminate the impact of cybertron technology on the planet. Sporting his original alternative regime again, he has been shown to have something of a fall
on Arcee. When Cobra attacks the base, the autobots help repel the cobra battle's Android Trooper armies. Travelling to Seibertron to stop Serpentron, the mismatched group was first planted by the Cannibalizers, then by Serpentor, Pyratkon, Betraying and Anticons, with Bumblebee badly injured as he moved straight to Predaking's leg. He was then executed by Serpenter, who
would later comment that Bumbleby's death was the only thing that ever made him feel emotions. Although the character is difficult to kill, it seems his death is permanent, as Serpentor says he felt something was leaving him, most likely his spark. In the latest issue, a statue of his memory is seen. His death will continue to have consequences, as seen in the fourth series, in which
Prime insists on traveling to Earth in person rather than exposing his troops to the same fate. Dreamwave Productions When Dreamwave Productions unveiled its reincarnated version of generational renewal 1 for the 21st century, Bumblebee was present for the new Autobots adventures again. The war inside, set in cybertron's past, chronicles Bumblebee's early adventures at
the Battle of Altyx and the defense of the Yakon in the face of a Shockwave attack. When Optimus Prime and Megatron disappeared in an early bridge experiment that caused autobots and Decepticons to pounce on smaller factions, Bumblebee stayed with the autobots under Proul's command. As usual, Bumblebee is among the transformers trapped in a thanza aboard the
shattered Ark, which were reactivated on Earth in 1984. Although not depicted in fiction, the general events of the pilot series seem to take place in the continuity of Dreamwave - with Bumblebee meeting and befriending Spike Vito.. The cover of Transformers Club magazine featured a #14 of Transformers Club magazine. In a possible future, chronicled in the exclusive comic
book that was offered on BotCon in 2005, Bumblebee presents himself as the spying director of autobots. After a long time at the distance of Decepticon Flamewar, Bumblebee interrupted communication between Flamwar and Trivern Council and revealed that his agent Ricochet had installed a degenerative virus in a clone army of Deadsaurus. With an open flum, Bumblebee
notes that it is nothing more than the responsibility of the council that blew up its ship. Based on the toy line Transformers Classics, the history of the 2007 Timeline is set 15 years after the end of the Marvel Comics story (ignoring all marvel UK and Generation 2 comics). 2). survived the ark of the Earth crash, reformatted into a new form, and now leads Ramjet, Skywarp,
Soundwav, Starscream, and the Cotacons. Optimus Prime also returned to Earth, commanding Bee, Cliffhamber, Grimlock, Jetfire, Mirage and Rodimus (before a hot rod). Upon passing over, when Skyfall and Landquake cybertrons arrive on Earth unexpectedly Megatron tries to destroy them, but Optimus Prime and its autobots are able to drive out Megatron. Bumblebee
appears in the story of Generation 2: Redux, in which he is among the reinforcements from Autobot City to respond to the Deseptic attack of the Great Aaron Collider in Switzerland. Once there, autobots were able to defeat the Decepticons, but during the struggle autobots were exposed to a sophisticated Forestonite that improved and mutated cybertronic systems. He's been on
his second-generation form. [5] IDW Publishing Fall of 2005 is the third re-launch for transformers comic series, this time under the direction of IDW Publishing. IDW's main universe is represented by a six-issue mini-series, Transformers: Infiltration, which makes it clear that the company taking over the generation 1 universe is radically different. Bumblebee appeared as a member
of a small team of autobots under Proul's command, operating secretly on Earth outside ark-19. Still a Volkswagen Beetle, he (like other autobots) possesses the added ability to generate a young woman's holo-material avatar to disguise herself as a driver and otherwise interact with people. Working with Ratchet and a trio of young people to search an abandoned Decepticon
base, Bumblebee was able to take down Skywarp during a Deseptic attack, thinking of The Deseptic and shooting him from the sky despite his teleportation system. After Blitzwing and Skywarp brought the base down, Bumblebee helped save people, although he commented earlier that they would have been acceptable losses. While Megatron deals with the treacherous old man
in battle, Bumblebee does what he does best by spying on the fight; almost shot by the Warriors, he was saved by Proul and Jazz. In the follow-up, Transformers: Escalation, he was left to rule the Ark-19 alone. Bumblebee was among the autobots who opposed The Decepticons serving the older gods in IDW Publishing 2: Transformers Comics. [6] TFcon comics Bumblebee,
voiced by Dan Gulvzan, appeared in TFCon 2009 voice actor playing Bee for, Bee now. [7] Bumblebee appeared among the characters in Re-Unification, a voice the TFCon actor plays the prelude comic. [8] The Bee Games is one of eight characters in Commodore 64 Game Transformers: The Battle to Save the Earth. The classic toy line appeared in a simple flash-based video
game on hasbro's website called Transformers Battle Circuit. In this one-on-one battle game, players press right and left arrow keys to try to defeat their opponent. Characters that can be played Rodimus, Bee, Grimlock, Jetfire, Starscreem, Astrott, Triptycon and Menasor. Optimus Prime and Megatron appear as the boss player must win to win the game. [9] Bumblebee appeared
in the transformers video game in 2003, spoken by Jack Melzuzzi. [10] Bumblebee is one of the light blue robots in the 2010 Monopoly Deal Transformers card game. Other goods Popular embroider specific goods include shirts and costumes based on character. In the episode of Frank TV, on December 23, 2008, Frank TV, other media parody of generation 1 transformers is
broadcast. In history, Optimus Prime and its autobots (Brombleby, Jazz and Wheeljack) struggle with Megatron and its decepticons (Soundwave and Starscream) when Optimus exhausts the gases. Optimus is infuriated by the price of gas, steals the fuel from the annoying Prius Maximus hybrid autobot, then joins the Deceptons in destroying the city. [12] The beekeeper appears
in the episode Chicken Robot episode Junk in the Trunk. In the segment he was in, he was beaten by a towel used by Grimlock in the dressing room and later appeared on Optimus' bed before dying of prostate cancer. Maggie Simpson appeared as a bee in the sequence of one episode of the start of the Simpsons series alongside the rest of the Simpsons family, provided as
autobots. Transformers: Generation 2 BumblebeeTransformers characterIn-universe informationAphigiaAb-groupGo-botsFunctionClingRank7PartnerIronhide, the peace modeAlternate modeCar Bumblebee is a clone of the original Bumblebee. Fun posts in Flash Forward, Part 3, Jhiaxus, which aim to create a new single faction of transformers, attracted personality components,
gozunitis, Hi-Q and drawings from Quantum Laboratories. One of these Transformers is a bee clone. Bumblebee, along with other clones, were introduced to Piro as second generation transformers. In Flash Forward, Part 5, Bumblebee and Mirage welcomed a clone of Sideswipe, unaware that the clone was actually the original Sideswipe. In vision, Part 6, Bumblebee, Mirage
and Ironheid confronted the escaped autobots, but Pirro persuaded them to return to Earth with him. Toys Generation 2 Go-Bot Bumblebee (1995) Go-Bot High Beam,transforming into a yellow sports car. It has a bridge structure for incredibly fast flattening on flat, smooth surfaces and is compatible with many tracks and playmates from Hot Wheels and Matchbox. This figure was
later redequested as second generation Bumblebee. This mold is also used to make robots in masks (2001) Crossy and Night Rocket. Transformers: Armada bambe is the Japanese name of Percepter in Transformers: Armada. The Mini-Con Spark plug is also based on the original Bumblebee, while Hot Shot will actually be called Bumblebee, but its name has been changed for
trademark reasons. Toys Super Collection Figure Bumble (2003) Pvc figure was made for Perceptor/Bumble, part of the tenth act of The data collected was made by Takara. There are two versions: one in cartoon colors and one in a silver color scheme. Transformers: Energon BumblebeeTransformers character B-universe informationSouth-bot group The Robot Modera of the
Bumblebee Dynasty Group is a member of the Crew of Rhodimus from Transformers: Energon. He only appears in retrospect and looks just like his Generation 1 colleague. Bumblebee was originally supposed to be one of the main characters of Unicron Trilogy, but was replaced by Hot Shot. The animated series, led by Rodymus, left Cybertron 8,000 years ago and created a
new genus on the planet Omnitron. Transformers Cinematic Universe Bumblebee/B-127Transformers characterBumblebee in the 2007 Transformers filmVoiced by (English)Mark Ryan (2007 film, 2009 video game)Bronco D. Jackson and Tony Gialluca II (Cyber Missions)Fred Tatasciore (2011 video game)Erik Aadahl (Transformers: The Last Knight)Dylan O'Brien (Bumblebee)
[13]Voiced by (Japanese)Hiroshi Iwasaki (2007 film)Masato Obara (The Last Knight)Ryohei Kimura (Q Transformers: Mystery of Convoy)In-universe informationAffiliationAutobotSub-groupScout, Cyber Slammers, Deluxe Vehicles, Fast Action Battlers, Micro Vehicles, Supreme Vehicles, Human AllianceFunctionGuardian, Scout, Second In Command (AOE), Autobot leader
(TLK)Rank5PartnerOptimus Prime, Hot Rod, Cliffjumper, Arcee, Jazz, Ratchet, NEST, Charlie Watson, Sam Witwicky, Mikaela Banes, Carly Spencer, Skids, Mudflap, Sideswipe, Jolt, Wheeljack, Mirage, Ironhide, Hound, Crosshairs, Strafe, Drift, Wheelie, Brains, Cade Yeager, Tessa Yeager, Shane Dyson Не се притеснявай за размера на жилото! Alternative modeNatformed,
Mercedes-Benz 770, Volkswagen Beetle, Chevrolet Camaro 2006 Chevrolet Camaro 2006 Chevrolet Camaro / 1967 Chevrolet Camaro SS/2014 Chevrolet Camaro Concept/2016 Camaro ZL1 Bumblebee appears as one of the main autobots in the movie series of live transformers and a protagonist of his own film Bumblebee. He retains some elements of his Generation 1 design,
such as horned ones in his head that are articulated in the films. Bumblebee gets a different alternative mode from its original G1 incarnation; Instead of a Volkswagen Beetle, it turned into a rally yellow[15] Chevrolet Camaro (the model of which was updated in the first film). Director Michael Bay states in the special features of disc two of the DVD of the first film that the change of
alternative mode of Bumblebee is due to the fact that the Volkswagen beetle reminds him of. Due to injury in battle, it turns out to be effective jamming, and communicates using selected playback of radio and TV signals. Although his original voice was restored at the end of the first transformer films, he communicated through his radio in the Revenge of the Fallen, the Darkness
of the Moon, and the age of extinction. In the biography of the deseptic figure, the hard tip states that he and Bumblebee are old rivals and it is not megatron that damaged Bumblebee's vocal processor, but a shot from Hardtop's gun. This is almost a direct opposition to the marginal film. An early interview from the Gulf indicated that Bumblebee was about 17.5 meters (5.33
meters) tall, but the official guide to the transformer video game said to be 16 feet (4.88 meters) tall. Bumblebee is depicted as a 1976 Camaro and three different iterations of a fifth generation Camaro and below as a modified Camaro SS 2011. The cars used for Bumblebee, Ironhide, Jazz and Ratchet were on display by General Motors at the River Walk festival in 2007, just over
a week before the US release of the film. [17] In the 2006 edition of Hot Rod magazine, bumblebee was an article about features. Originally worn out in 1969 Camaro, the manufacturers settled on a model from 1977. [18] It was painted yellow with black stripes, primer and rusty spots, tightened with a pinch for the bonnet, Krogar SS curved at the front, Eric Vaughn Real Wheels at
the back, vinyl seats and even a player with eight track runs. The Camaro concept model was built with the help of Holden Monaro from Saleen in 2005, with the body made up of the same thnods of G.D. shapes that were used in the original Camaro 2006 concept (Monaro and Camaro share the same Zeta platform). Beekeepers are armed with a plasma cannon, which is capable
of selective fire. The 1977 Camaro movie car was sold on eBay with a winning bid of $40,100.01. As a tribute to the original form of Bumblebee, next to it appears a yellow Volkswagen beetle in the car dealership. The beekeeper damages the Beatle to make sure Sam bought it. It also has a bee-shaped air freshener attached to the rear-view mirror with the words Bee-otch. The air
freshener has been the subject of an $850,000 lawsuit over its alleged resemblance to another design. [19] Since 1977, the Camaro concept of the Camaro has continued to evolve in the series of films. Fallen In Revenge of the Fallen, It also comes with a unique design of the Chevrolet logo with red outlines in it and redesigned fog lamps. Dark on the moon for transformers: Dark
on the moon (now Camaro SS), its color changes from yellow to amber with thicker black stripes that move along its hood, roof and trunk. In addition, it will have dark colored rims and side mirrors, as well as a rear spoiler. Also, in Transformers Dark on the Moon, he has a stealth force battle mode in which he can use his weapons in car mode without completely transforming and
is still able to sit the driver and passengers. [21] The Age of Extinction in Transformers: Age of Extinction, It Modified 1967 Chevrolet Camaro to avoid being chased by mercenaries at Wind Cemetery. This design sports only yellow front bumper and rear spoiler, this car looks similar to a Dodge Hellcat. As autobots storm CSR headquarters, it scanned the 2014 Chevrolet Camaro
concept with a whole new look, with some big changes. Now including a new front look with some modern lamps, including dark black front bumper, black-and-long side rails and new black rims. This time there is only one strip on the bonnet and a car plate that says 900 STRA. Agents in sector seven sometimes refer to bee N.B.E.-02 (non-biological alien). Reception
Entertainment Weekly named Bumblebee as their seventh favorite computer-generated character. [22] IDW Publishing In Transformers: Defians #1, contrary to ancient Cybertron, Bumblebe and Cliffmber were tasked with observing the spark over AllSpark at the Temple of Simfur. In cash #3, Megatron learned that Optimus had been crushed in his room and sent Bumblebee,
Kamshaft, Cliffjumper, Jazz, Proul and Smokescreen to arrest Optimus Prime for treason. The optimists want to speak directly to Megatron, but while they are on their way to megatron's location, they are ambushed by Barricade, brawl, shaking, fury, starsk, Skywarp and Thundercracker, under orders to kill them all. Smokescreen can cover Optimus and its retreat into the
confusion of an explosion. In issue #4, Archie, Bumblebee, Cliffhamber, Jazz and Smokescreen planted and planted Ironhide, which they thought worked for Megatron, but Ironhide instead joined optimus Prime's autobots. Archie and Bambleby later spied on the building of the Decepticon spacecraft, Niemesis. Transformers: Film Prequel reveals that in the Battle of Tyger Pax,
Megatron forces attack, searching for All Spark. Bumblebee's squad (including Arcee) tried to keep the Decepticons, but were eventually overwhelmed. They were captured and tortured by Swindle, with Megatron intervening personally to torment Dumbleby for information. However, they refused to talk long enough for Prime's secret plan - to take effect - launching AllSpark into



space. Megatron's trying to chase him, but Bumblebee's stopping him. An enraged Megatron rips off Bee's hands and crushes his voice capacitor, promising to take advantage of AllSpark for himself eventually. The beekeeper is recovering and recovering, although his voice is damaged outside of repair. Bumblebee then heads to space to stop Megatron from acquiring AllPark.
Eventually arriving on Mars in its protoform mode, Bumblebee moved to Earth in 2003, arriving on the Hubble Space Telescope. Upon landing in New York, Bumblebee took the form of a big-up Chevrolet Camaro while avoiding the agents of the state organization known as Sector 7, who called it NBE-2 (or non-biological alien 2). Bumblebee then downloads information about
Captain Archibald Whitwicky. in the refuge where he was once imprisoned, he finds that he is now devastated. Damaged by a haunting Barricade, he discovered AllSpark-like emissions somewhere in New Mexico - unaware it was a trap set by Sector 7. But their plan to capture him was thwarted when Starskreim, Barricade and Tokaut arrived. As the Decepticon fired into the trap
of sector 7 in pieces, Bumbleby escaped - unaware that the Decepticons had let him go so they could follow him and see what he knew about the Spark. He was last seen in the series of Calm, Nevada - home to Captain Whitwicky Sam's descendant. In the film adaptation comics, Bumblebee downloads information on the internet about the Concept Camaro car and takes its form
instead of walking past a tunnel, as seen in the film. He also appeared in the official comic book sequel film called Raine of Starscream. [23] In Transformers: Alliance, autobots assisted human soldiers after the Battle of Mission City, destroying Olska powered machines that had been created. After Ratchett finished repairing Bee's legs, a trailer for Optimus Prime was obtained to
carry the remains of the jazz. The autobots left Mission City before sector 7 personnel arrived to claim the remains of the Decepticons. About a month later, Epps and Lennox contacted Optimus Prime, Ratchet and Ironhide to assist them in escorting the remains of the Decepticons to the naval yard. They were unwittingly spied on by Barricade, which passed the information on to
Starscream. Bumblebee appears in Transformers: Tales of the fallen #1, where Barricade kidnaps Sam to wash Off Bumblebee and learn where the Fragment of AllSpark is. Bumblebee rescues Sam and fights Barricade, who escaped in the process. Bumblebee appeared in Transformers: Unferened #1, set months after the events of the 2009 film. Bumblebee, Breaking, Punch,
Knock and Dune Benner have been sent to investigate fragments of sparks found in Kingdom Petrochemicals. Arriving first, Breakaway was warned by Soundwave to leave, but unwilling to give up, the autobot was quickly defeated. Bumblebee and his team fired on Soundwave, who escaped. The drone calls itself The Brains stumbles upon Bumbleby and Sam Whitwicky in
Philadelphia. [24] Titan Magazines Note: Events that take place in the alternate universe where Megatron won the Battle of Mission City are translated into the exhibition. In The Last Shining Part 3 of Twilight, Bumblebee tries to take over Megatron in Sector 7. Meanwhile, Mikaela tried to free Optimus Prime, but she was attacked by Fury. Bumblebee appeared in a #17 of Titan
Transformers magazine, in a story called Return to Cybertron Part 1. In this story, he's among the autobots that go to Seibertron. Bumblebee returns in cash #22 from the Titan Series Transformers magazine in a story called Deseptic, which pursues itself. Bumblebee's books also appeared in the predecessors of the novel Transformers: Ghosts of Yesterday. Here it is revealed
that can still communicate with the other autobots via a digital connection. Bumblebee is part of prime's team looking for All Spark and has been described as one of the Autobots' best scouts. It was sent after the human ship Spectre-1 (back designed by Megatron's research) to make contact, but was planted and forced underground by Starscream. Encountering giant rock
chewworms, he was rescued by Optimus Prime. He and Ratchett have taken a barricade, but they can't stop Starscream from destroying the human ship. Target Robo-Vision, according to his extended biography from the target group's Robo-Vision store website, Hardtop came to Earth and found Whitwicky a home in front of any of the other Decepticons, but he couldn't attack
Whitwicky because Bombley found him first and buried him under hundreds of tons of gravel in the Rocky Mountains. Bay Series (2007-2017) Main articles: Transformers (film), Transformers: Revenge of the Moon, Transformers: Age of Extinction and Transformers: Transformers The Last Knight (2007) Bumblebee appears in the 2007 film Transformers Live Action, returning to
his role as a friend of the human ally of autobots – in this case Sam Whitwiki Sam owns the glasses of his great-grandfather, Captain Archibald Whitwicky, a renowned explorer. Not known to Sam, the glasses are engraved with the coordinates indicating the location of the life-threatening Spark. Bumblebee was assigned to protect Sam from the Deseptics, and posed as a 1977
chevrolet Camaro as Sam and his father bought a car for him. They eventually bought Bumblebee because of a small part of Bumblebee that caused damage to every other car from the dealer to ensure its purchase. Bumbleby later shunned Sam's home to summon the autobots. Sam thinks Buzzelby was stolen and chases the car on his bike. Sam then witnessed Bumbleby
turning into a robot mode and reporting it to police who believed he was on drugs. Bumbleby returned to Sam House to pick him up, but he ran away from him, which led to a chase through the city. After Sam received an attack from Barricade, Bumblebee came to him and his crush Mikaela Banis, who followed Sam, rescued by being able to get them out. Bumblebee battles
Barricade while Sam and Mikaela battle madness with Bumblebee, Sam and Mikaela complete victory. Bumbleby managed to win Sam's trust when he found out he didn't want to hurt them. When Mikaela criticised the poor condition of Bumblebee's vehicle mode, he scanned the passing Camaro concept and became the same model. A bee then drives Sam and Mikaela to an
alley where they meet the other Autobots as they correctly introduce Bumblebee, due to his voice damage in battle, to Sam and tells him that he is his guardian also they explain why he speaks through the radio. They went back to Sam's house and took their glasses, but the secret state organization, Sector 7, arrested Sam and Mikaela. Autobots are trying to save them, but the
Bees have been captured and taken from Sector 7. There, he was tested and tortured by Sector 7 scientists using electric shocks that appeared to hurt him. Sam eventually negotiated his release. Bumbleby survived the mass battle at the climax of the film, although he lost the use of his legs after helping Ironhide divert the rockets from Starscream. With the help of Mikaela, he
was able to join the battle backed by a tugboat (later confirmed to be a Longarm autobot) and destroyed Brawl. After the fight, Bumblebee was completely repaired and wanted to stay with Sam and got permission from Sam and Optimus Prime. He was later seen with Ironhide, Ratchat and Optimus watching the sunset as Sam and Mikaela leaned on the bonnet at the end of the
film. Bumblebee is voiced by Mark Ryan in the films, but he speaks mostly to his radio after his voice processor is damaged (although his actual voice bleeds and creaks laboriously throughout much of the film). He also spoke with quotes from TV shows and movies, in a way similar to Wreck-Gar from the 1986 film and season three of the G1 animated series. Screenwriter
Roberto Orci explained that Bumblebee regained her voice through the regenerative Ratchat laser she met with him, and eventually she worked with her magic for the rest of the film. He agreed that this was not clear. [25] Fury recovered from contact with AllPark and so it was entirely plausible that Bumblebee's voice, along with his legs, was also treated by AllSpark, although
there was no mention of it in the film. It's been said that getting Bambleby to kill himself, showing that his relationship with Sam has surpassed words. Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen (2009) Bumblebee also appeared in the film's sequel, Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen. When a fragment of AllSpark inadvertently turned the kitchen appliances in Sam's home into felt
robots, Bumblebee stepped in to save him and his family. Thus, he almost destroyed their house. He still uses his radio to talk, even though his vocal processors were repaired in the first film. However, he answers in the middle when Sam tells him to get into the garage, saying anything. Bumblebee shows excitement at the thought of going to college with Sam, only to be
disappointed later when Sam tells him he can't come. Because of the incident in Whitwicky, he was also forced to leave his garage. Soon after Sam started his semester in college, Bumblebee followed him and tried to warn him about The Deseptic (named Alice), who was following Sam. And Sam and Alice ride in Bee, the autobot trying to warn Sam through his radio. After failing
in this, Bumblebee deliberately stops repeatedly and throws Alice around the inside in an attempt to damage the Hamster. The beekeeper continues to spray lubricant over Alice, thereby exposing Sam and forcing Alice to flee. Soon after Megatron and beginning to torment Sam, Bambleby arrives with Optimus Prime to fight Megatron, Starscream and Greenator. After Optimus
died, Beekeeper arrived with side jokes, Ironhide and Ratchett to cover Sam's escape. While they mourn Optimus, Sam tells Bumbleby that he's ruined the autobots, but Bumblebee tells Sam via his radio... ...that he's not going to be able to do that. You're the person I care about the most in my life, and if there's anything you need, I won't be far away... After Sam, Mikaela, Leo and
Simmons at the Smithsonian Museum to wake up with jetfire, a bee then travels with people across space bridge to Egypt (caused by Jetfire) along with Jetfire, Twin Skids and Mudlop and Wheeler to find the Matrix of Leadership. While the twins have a brother and sister dispute (as a result of fist fight) in the ruins of Petra (in which matrix houses are supposed to be a dead end),
Bumblebee breaks them and displaces them before seeing her struggle. But after seeing the entrance to the tomb after the twins' brawl revealed it, Bumblebee helped people get her in by blowing up the rest of the wall from. During the last confrontational battle, Sam and Mikaela inadvertently fill a trap set by Ramig (who uses Sam's parents as bait). Bumblebee remains hidden
from Rampage's vision, allowing Sam to put Rampey in a place where Bumblebee can launch a surprise attack. During the ensuing battle, Desolation attacked him from behind and jumped on his back. After a brief struggle, Bumblebee grips on devastation and literally tears him apart with his hands, allowing him to finish and kill Rampage. With Sam's parents free, Sam tells
Bumbleby to look after them, thereby removing him from most of the final battle. After Sam was killed by Megatron, Bumblebee arrived with Sam's parents and saw Sam's body on the ground, he was devastated, overcome with sadness and overwhelmed by grief, believing he had failed in his duty to protect Sam, but was delighted to see him again. Bumblebee is among the other
autobots at the end of the film. Transformers: Dark on the Moon (2011) in Transformers: Dark on the Moon, Bumblebee no longer lives with Sam and goes on other autobot missions such as dismantling an illegal nuclear plant in the Middle East. This is the first time a stealth force upgrade has been displayed in the film. When Sam arrives with Carly, Willie and Brains, Bumblebee
rescues them from the soldiers who capture them. Bumbleby has been reassigned to protect Sam and return to him. Bumblebee later approached Sideswipe and Dino/Mirage to pull Hackett out. While Dino/Mirage sticks to hatch with its locusts, Bumblebee and Sideswipe shoot stealth force weapons. While trying to protect Sentinel Prime, Bumblebee and other autobots were
betrayed and attacked by him. Sentinel brutally kills Ironhide, but Bumblebee manages to escape. After the Sentinel forced the exile of the Autobots from Earth, Bumbleby sadly said goodbye to Sam, but reunited with him in where he helps him save Carly and kill Laserbeak. After Sam kills Starskrem, Bumbleby saves him and Lennock from a big fall. Bumblebee was captured by
Soundwave and was almost executed in front of Sam (telling Sam We gave them hell to escape) after Barricade executed Que before Willie and Brains saved him at the cost of his own life, allowing him to break free and attack Soundwave. Bumblebee battles Soundwave while the other Autobots fight the other Decepticons and turns out more than a match for the Decepticon spy
master, even managing to kill another Decepticons during the fight. Finally, Bumblebee knocks Soundwave off balance with a shot to the leg, hits his sound cannon from his hand and an uppercut into his chest, shooting at the same time, destroying Soundwave's head and killing him. The beekeeper fights Sentinel along with other Autobots and humans; he has not matched it, but
avoids injury. After Sam kills Dylan Gould, Bumblebee destroys the control pole by crashing through it, stopping the Space Bridge and destroying Cybertron and the rest of the Decepticons. Bumblebee survived the battle and gave Sam a bunch of seals to use as rings while playing wedding music after Sam and Carly admitted that they loved each other. Sam tells Bambleby he's
thinking too fast. He responds with the words, I'm just trying to help. Ratchett complimented his bravery. Transformers: Age of Extinction (2014) Bumblebee returns to Transformers: Age of Extinction. It has a new vehicle mode, a modified 1967 Chevrolet Camaro, before scanning a yellow Camaro 2014 and becoming a 2014 Chevrolet Camaro concept, which is why its robot mode
has been changed and looks like a Bumblebee design from 1 ID comics generation. At the end of the era of extinction, Bumblebee took the helm of Autobot and defended the Yeager family as Optimus took off into space with the seed, finding the mysterious Creators. Although Bumblebee can't speak primarily in the film and still relies on radio, he is able to express the limited
word, but with a higher voice, it probably means that the voice box is healing. Transformers: The Last Knight (2017) Bumblebee returns in Transformers: The Last Knight, as the last appearance of this incarnation. In the first, he now shows the ability to divide and assemble during battle, as seen when fighting TRF soldiers to protect Ade. It was also revealed that they helped the
US Air Force fight the Nazi party during World War II and turned into a Mercedes-Benz 770. He also regained his voice during his battle with Optimus Prime. After Optimus Prime regains control of itself, Bee and the rest of the new greedy knights meet with the other autobots. During the last battle, Bumblebee was shown with Hot Rod flying in a ship and attacking Megatron and its
forces. At one point, Bumblebee decepticons and removed. The beekeeper then leads Hound and Optimus against Megatron and Nitro Zeus. Once they are weightless, Bumblebee shoots Nitro Zeus into the back of the head. Finally, Bumblebee sneaks up behind Quintesa and shoots her, allegedly killing her. He was last seen as he prepared to leave Earth to restore Cybertron
with the autobots. Bumblebee Universe (2018-now) Main story: Bumblebee (film) Bumblebee (2018) Bumblebee is the main focus in spin-off and reboot of the film Bumblebee, where he is the protagonist (though he is defined as B-127 for the first part of the film). He first appeared on Cyberron alongside other autobots, including Optimus Prime. While the Deseptic Battalion
overpowered them, Optimus Prime forced retreat and B-127 tasks with a trip to Earth and established a base for them. Upon landing on Earth in the woods, it was intercepted by Sector 7 forces, led by US Ranger Jack Burns, scanning a military Jeep in an attempt to escape. While trying to escape them, he was ambushed by Blicing of Desepticon. When B-127 is submissive,
Blitzwing wants to orient his comrades, but he vows never to speak, causing the Seeker to squeeze out his synthesizer voice. However, before Blitzing executed him, the Scout slammed one of Deseptic's missiles into his chest before detonating it, killing Blitzwine in the detonation. With severely damaged memory cells, the B-127 scans the nearby Volkswagen beetle before
entering stasis. Returning to vehicle mode in an automorgue, he was eventually found in a shipyard by a teenage girl named Charlie Watson, who unwittingly activated a tug boat signal that reached three transformers on Saturn's moon: The Decepticons Sgath and Dropkick, as well as the Climmer autobot. The two decepticons decided to come to Earth to hunt the B-127 before
they killed Cliffjumper. Charlie was able to get The Beatle to work after a while and she drove the car home after her uncle gave it to her as a birthday present. Back in her garage, she tries to fix the Beatle when part of its chassis, the B-127, abruptly transforms after Charlie shines his light on his mechanical face. After discovering that she was as afraid of the girl as she was of
him, she compassionately spoke to the autobot, naming him Bee, after hearing the bulging news and sound sounds she made. The next day, Bumblebee was trained by Charlie to maintain his cover on a secluded beach, telling him he should always take a vehicle mode unless they were alone. Bumblebee was also later discovered by Memo, a boy who had a crush on Charlie and
vowed to keep a secret from her. After several humorous adventures with humans, Bumblebee was discovered and captured by Sector 7, along with Shatter and Dropkick. He was later flown to an air base, where he was tortured by a slyper and Dropkik for the autobots. Activate holographic in the scout of Optimus Prime, who intends to retire to Earth with the other autobots.
Strosha and Dropick decided to send a message to cybertron's Decepticons to invade Earth before leaving a critically injured bee dead. It was then revived by Charlie, who used Sector Seven's high-voltage cannons to do so, restoring his memories. After running away from Jack Burns and his team's attempts to keep him, Bumblebee decided to solidify himself to stop the
Deceptons. Reaching the tower where Skateter and Dropick are, he makes Charlie hide before embarking on a droik with Dropik in a dry dam area. After a rather long battle, Bumblebee uses a chain entangling Dropkick before tearing him apart as Charlie walks towards the tower as he climbs onto a nearby crane. When Jack Burns and his men arrive to try to stop the crash as
well, she shoots down her helicopter, but Bumblebee is able to catch him in time before he can crash, saving Burns' life. Charlie manages to deactivate Cyberron's beacon, causing an angry ostrich to chase her. However, Bumblebee stopped her from doing this, but was himself cornered by Desepticon. He blows up a nearby wall of dams, causing it to retreat and flood the dam.
Bumblebee sinks into the waves while Smashing is crushed against a ship, destroying it too. Charlie dives to save Bee and the pair eventually reach the surface. Charlie and Bumbleby then head to the Golden Gate Bridge, where she tearfully bids farewell to him as she knows the scout has a bigger purpose on Earth. Before bouncing back, Bumblebee scanned and became a
1977 Camaro, which resembles the Camaro seen in the 2007 film. He then met red loyliner's truck on the bridge, Optimus Prime disguise revealed. Meeting properly in the woods, Prime greets a bee, ensuring that autobots have a future thanks to their efforts. The scout confirms his new name as he observes more autobots arriving on Earth. Cyber missions in Cyber Missions 1,
Bumblebee and Ironhide defend nest command when two Decepticons, Soundwave and Bludgeon invade the area. Ironhide goes outside to deal with Dumbo while Soundwave ambushes Bumblebee. The bee is easily disposed of by Soundwave. Bumbleby tries to fire a shot from his shoulder, but Soundwave redirects the acoustic energy back to him. Bumblebee concluded that
he could not deflect several rounds at once and began to shoot quickly at Soundwave. The deseptic is not able to take in so much, and finally falls. Later, traps for bumble Soundwave in magnetically closed balloon in Cyber Missions 2. Video games Bumblebee is a game character and is the most used character in the Autobot campaign, where the character uses Bumblebee in
nine missions in the Autobots campaign, out of 18. He has played in both the old and new Camaro cars. The bee also appears as a boss in radial attack. Bumblebee is among the characters who can play the 2009 Revenge of the Fallen Video Game by Activision. [26] The film version of Bumblebee is able to be played in hasbro's Net Jet Transformers battle transformers of the
game Transformers Battle Universe. Although other playful transformers in the game have several incarnations, no other versions of Bumblebee can be played. Bumblebee is among the characters who appear in The Transformers Cyberverse Battle Builder game. Other media environments are one of the autobots featured in Transformers: Ride 3D at universal studios theme
parks. In the race, Bumblebee eviscerates Repel as an evacuees escape from the deseptic attack at N.E.S.T. Headquarters Toward the end of the journey, Bumblebee rescues the evacuation from falling from a building after Evak kills Megatron with the piece from AlSpark. Bumblebee appears in the episode of Robot Chicken called Tell My Mother, voiced by Set Green. Sam
Whitwicky finds Bumblebee in Bobby Bolivia's used car and they go on an adventure, while Scooter is the only thing cheap in the lot. The beekeeper is presented as a camaro. During the last battle of the film Power Rangers in 2017, the Red Ranger, while piloting his T-Rex Zord, accidentally stepped on a yellow Camaro from a similar model as Bee with the Living Action. He
throws the car at an army of Putista and shouts: I'm sorry, Bambleby! like the car's having a hit. Transformers Animated Characters Inflicted by Animated Transformers Cartoon CharactersAnim by EnglisBomper RobinsonDaizuke KishiKaran TrivediIn-universe InformationAfigationAubotsum-groupAtors, Luxury Vehicles, Micro VehiclesFunctionSpeed Rank6 (hasbro), 5
(Takara)PartnerOptimus Prime, Partition, Grimlockmotto It's time for action!. They're 10000000000000000 I'm so hot it hurts! I'm the fastest thing on wheels! - No, no Alternative modesCibertronic car, police modified Chevrolet Spark EV Bumblebee appeared in the Transformers Animated series in 2008 as a yellow hot hatch undercover police car (scanned from a vehicle driven by
Detroit police Captain Fanzone). Bumblebee's character in Animated is described as a hot head racing young Autobot who loves video games, making it more like armada Hot Shot than the original Bumblebee. However, he retains the traditional warm-heartedness and human attitude of the original, because of his friendship with Sari Sumdak and Septum. Despite being
considered childish and self-centered by many of his fellow Autobots, Bumblebee has shown a loyal and caring side to his friends and can be considered protective of Sari Spedak, to the point of blocking shots, blasts and rocket-propelled grenades from harming her. This is the first time it has been shown in Transform and Unfold! Part 3, when he deflected a shot from Starscream
that was aimed at Sari. The blast knocked him unconscious while Sari was with her Key. He is a friendly child hero of the show. [28] The beekeeper has a retractable bee a plate that uses when going into battle and retractable weapons (called energy stings) in both hands. He can use the wheels of his feet in robot mode as motorized roller blades. Animated series In the episode
Autobut Camp Bumblebee has a retrospective of his days as an intern at Autobot. During his training he encountered a barrier, a shovel, ironheid and wasp. The group is under the command of Senior Sergeant Sentinel, who gave Bumblebee's name (after calling him a bumbler). As a result, a bee often said or did something wrong, leading to the receipt of push-ups throughout the
platoon, making it unpopular with Wasp and Ironhyde. One day, Bomberby heard someone communicating with Megatron. Believing that the traitor was a Wasp, Bumblebee (with the help of Longarm) found evidence in wasp's cupboard. For the discovery of the traitor, Sentinel is ready to give Bumbleby membership. However, Bumblebee gave up that chance, taking advantage of
rap for a barrier that had previously knocked down a Sentinel building, and was about to be removed from training, joining his new friend as a space bridge technician. The barrier and Bumblebee were assigned to a space bridge repair ship under opmus prime, along with Stretke. They were both the first to come across Proul before joining their group. In the series, during a rescue
mission to save Arsi, who was over the moon, Bumblebee manages to settle the result with Shockwave before he and Partition arrest him. Once the autobots learn of Proul's ultimate sacrifice, they take proul's sparkling body and the captured Megatron, Lugnut and Shockwave to Cyberwave. On their arrival at home, they were congratulated and welcomed by the other autobots for
their victory over the evil and vicious leader of the Decepticons. Funny posts Bumblebee appeared in 2008 Voice actor Botcon plays Bee in The City, voiced by Bumper Robinson. In this story, Professor Sumatz tries to create a teleportation system to take the Autobots to Cybertron, but the interaction with Sari's key ended with the transport of Optimus Prime, Bumblebee and Sari
to a Transnologist, where they met Flareup and his friends were detained by Shockwave while he was considered no threat. Bumblebee teamed up with a transformer named Joe to help him and Flareup get his friends. But after Joe exposed as Megatron and used Sari's key to create an army to begin the reign of terror, Bumblebee pointed to the bureaucratic nature that led to
rebellion. Then the autobots and Sari returned to their own dimension. IDW publishing set shortly after the events of Total Meltdown is Transformers: Animated Comic #2 by IDW publishing. In it, Bumblebee and Prowl capture Angry Archer as a villain trying to steal money from a used car dealer. In doing so, they uncovered the holographic deception of the Detroit superhero
known as the Wraith. With the secret The Wraith lose a lot of the respect he used in Detroit. The Wraith are trying to stop Cyrus Colossus Rhodes from escaping from prison, but he can't fool the villain now that the secret is public, forcing the Autobots to stop Rhodes and make the Wraith look stupid. The Wraith then tried to discredit Bumblebee at a college football game by
capturing the autobot with the trunk of the car and using his holograms to make a fake Bumblebee attack the stadium. Bumblebee eventually escaped and other autobots helped capture the ghosts before putting him in a psychiatric ward. Bumblebee games is one of five characters in transformers animated video games for Nintendo DS. [29] [30] Transformers: Timelines
(Shattered Glass) Bumblebee/GoldbugTransformersgolbug in Broken Inflection InformationAfigrationAutobotSub-groupConvention, Luxury VehiclesFunctionSolictionPartagePartagePartnerGermbranmlot, Jazz and PremierMotoThe least likely is always the most dangerous. Alternative modesChrysler ME Four Twelve in Transformers: Time Line Series, Goldbug is the golden
alternative reality version of Bumblebee. [31] According to his official biography, Goldbug was a young drifter known as bee. He survived on the streets of Polyhex without any real purpose. He's handy about sneaking around, stealing, eavesdropping and blackmailing. He eagerly joins the autobots in the hope of finding a place to belong and where his unseemly activity will be
tolerated. When the war began, Bumblebee showed extraordinary courage in battle and often sought ways to be spotted on command. In time, he rose through the ranks of autobots, and when the Drench Autobot Seeker was destroyed, Bumbleby was offered a renewed form and a new identity like Goldbug to take his place. Goldbug is paranoid that one of his fellow Autobots will
betray him and try to take his place, as he did with his former superiors. Reception Botcon 2008 set was selected as Action Figure Digest Hot Pick. [32] Fun posts Goldbug appeared in Shellum's comic expectations from Funny Posts in 2008. Goldbug appeared as a member of Optimus Prime's forces in Transformers: Timelines story Broken Glass. Goldbug and Blurr report to
Optimus Prime rumors that Megatron is planning an attack. When the Decepticons attacked the launch site of Ark Blurr, Goldbug and Rodimus competed for who could destroy the most decepticons, but thanks to Klyfümper, The Deseptic attack was successful. [33] Goldbug appeared in the fictional Dungeons and Dinobot, a text-based story. He's among the autobots attacking
the Decepticons of the Arch-Aer dump. He was later sent to capture the infidel dinosaurs for the autobots. He's part of the group that captured Swift. [34] In Doe Goldbug, he conspired with Rodmus to take over the autobots. Together, they steal the Whale, expel any crew member loyal to Optimus before they explode to up to Then the Whale crashes to Earth. [35] Goldbug is
among autobots sent back online. Initially, he commanded a small group of autobots that found Rodymus. After losing the battle with Rodim for leadership Goldbug, he took part in the attack at Burpleson Air Force Base. [36] Chrysler ME 412 concept car toys. 1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 It is re-
meded yellow-black and has a blue head, to look like a toy of generation 1 Goldbug. [37] This toy is 14 centimeters long, while the real Chrysler ME 412 is 454 centimeters long. This gives the toy a scale of 1:32. The robot's mode will stand about 14 feet 11 inches (4.55 meters). Aligned continuity of BumblebeeTransformers character Attitude (video game)Johnny Yong Bosch
(video game)Will Friedle (First/Robots in disguise)Voiced (Japanese)Ryōhei Kimura (Robots in masking)In-universe informationAfigationAutobotJapanese nameBumbleeSub-groupTeam Prime, Rescue Bots (in short), Stealth Team.FunctionScout, Warrior, Head of AutobotPartner Raf Eskivel, Barrier, Arsi, Jack Darby, Iko Nauday, Cody Burns, Blades, Optimus Prime, Ratchet,
Smokeglass, Cliffjomper, Ironhide, Side Virtuka, Jetfire, Silverball, Aviation Raid, Warner, The Strong Hand, Drift, Fixit, Windblade and Grimlock.MottoActions speak louder than words. The least likely may be the most dangerous. Alternative modesCybertronium car, Urbana 500 (fictional ground car), Chevrolet Camaro Bumblebee is one of the main groups of Autobots in computer-
animated transformers 2010. [38] The apiary was younger than most autobots and lost its voice box when it was captured by Megatron during the Great War. Bumblebee is extremely similar to his film counterpart, sharing similar forms of vehicle and robot, the same lack of voice and his close relationship with the human boy. In the finale series, it was revealed that Bumblebee's
mouth was covered with a face plate resembling that of Optimus Prime, which helped him create the alternative sound sounds he used as the main form of communication throughout the series. Later in the series, he changed his color scheme, reversing colors resembling bumblebee's original scheme in 2014. Bumblebee is back as the protagonist of the sequel to the
Transformers series: Robots in Disguise, with Will Friedle returning to his role. Five years after Prime's events, Bumblebee became the leader of a group of autobots who eventually fought a generation of decepticons who reappeared on the planet after the prison ship crashed before they were put into a pre-war anza. In later seasons, this extended to fighting old enemies from
Prime, Stu Athletics and the corruption of Cybertron itself. Standing The sludge in the first season was Bumblebee's inability to come up with a decent command to mobilize his team, in the vein of Optimus Prime's famous order to unfold. Bumblebee retains a similar car mode as in the Prime, now a 1992 Chevrolet Camaro. However, his robot mode has undergone a serious
redesign. Especially reassignment of its original predominantly yellow color scheme, rather than the dominant black one it took at the end of Prime. Books Bumblebee appears in the novels Transformers: Exodus and Transformers: Exiles. Bumbleby loses his voice at the center of the short story Bee in Tiger Pax by Alex Irvine. [39] Bumblebee video games appeared as a game
that could be played in the transformers of video games in 2010. In the meeting with Optimus, he conveyed the message of Zeta Prime's death at the hands of Megatron; Then, he joined Optimus and Ratchat in their resistance to the Decepticons of the planet. He later appeared at the final level of the game, where Bumblebee teamed up with Optimus and Ironheide to prevent titan
decepticons, Tripticoon to destroy Ykon. In Transformers: Fall of Cybertron, the sequel to the Cybertron War, players start as a bee in the first level. He also appears in the game. Animated series Except optimus Prime, Bumblebee is the only character to appear in the three TV shows set within Aligned Continuity, including Transformers: Rescue Bots and Transformers: Robots in
Masks. Frank Wilker recorded the actual words written for Bumblebee, which were later replaced by sound effects. [40] When Bumblebee regained his voice, it was provided by actor Will Friedle. Transformers: Prime (2010-2013) Bumblebee appears in the pilot episode of the series, which responds too late to a call for help from Cliffjumper, who was captured by the Decepticons
and killed. The apiaries will soon be guardians of Raf Eskivel after they approach the boy as he understands his tongue on the beeps. [41] In the two-room Operation Bumblebee, Bumblebee lost its transformation and ability to transform it before extracting the block from the human terrorist group M.E.C.H. and Starscream. Bumblebee's goal in the series was to be promoted to
warrior class, the first to claim the Masters. &amp;quot;Students &amp;quot;. Optimus does not believe that he deserves to be promoted at such a young age. However, Bumblebee shows that he is still a capable warrior as he is able to fight the likes of Breakdowns and Shockwave. When questioned by Smokescreen at Project Predacon, Bumblebee admitted to behaving so that
he could one day be promoted to a class of warriors in Cybertron. In Dead end, during the last battle aboard Nemesis, Bumblebee tries to give Optimus Prime Star Seber to fight but he was killed by the Decepticons. However, Bumblebee fell into the ship's Locking and exposing cyber matter, feeding it and reviving and restoring its voice. While Megatron is ready to finish Optimus,
Bumbleby uses Star Saber to stab him in the spark, killing him. After Omega Lock restored cybertron, Bumblebee said goodbye to the RAF before leaving his home world, where he was finally promoted to combat classes during the finale of the pre-season. However, things quickly turned worse when Unicron appeared on Cybertron in megatron's body, and two new Predaconora
were cloned by Shockwave. With optimism on a mission to bring back Park and Ultra Magnus being badly injured by the new Predacons, Bumblebee became the leader of the Autobot in Racchet of encouragement, as he led them, newly dumped all three forwards in the stand against unicron's undefeated ancestor army at the All Wells, buying enough time to return Optimus to
return to unronic. Optimus reveals that he must sacrifice himself to rebuild at the base of Cyberron and does not pass on the leadership to everyone present, saying that leadership will now be won through action. Bumblebee promises to keep Cybertron's peace for Optimus, suggesting that Bee is the new leader of autobots and, more recently, the new era of Cybertron.
Transformers: Robots in Disguise (2015-2017) This section needs to be updated. Please update this article to reflect recent events or new good information. (December 2016) Bumblebee has always been an amazing character and kids love Bumblebee, but actually make him express his thoughts, express how he feels and express his doubts while he's the leader of this new
team, I think it's one of the key things that really brought the Robots together. Michael Wuggle Bumblebee appears as the main character in the sequel series Transformers: Robots in Disguise, with Will Friedley rebuffing his role. In the series, the Apiary is called on Earth, when a new generation of Decepticons reappears on the planet. After receiving a vision from Optimus Prime,
Bumblebee travelled to Earth via a space bridge and discovered that a ship full of decepticon had crashed to Earth and its prisoners had escaped. Initially believing that Optimus's mission was designed for him alone, Bumblebee ended up with a team of ragtag Autobots, including a rebel bot bad boy named Sideswipe, a hyperactive Mini-Con named Fixit, a bombastic ex-
Decepticon and Dinobot Grimlock, and a female elite guardet cadet named Strong to fight the Deceptons. After befriending people Nie Clay and his son Russell and struggling with Chompazoid Underbite, the group was greeted by inexplicable bodily optimists. Unable to explain his return, Optimus expressed his confidence in Bambleby and his new team before leaving. As he
leads the team to regain the escaped Decipiccons, they encounter Steelyau, an escaped prisoner who has his own plan to bring the other escapee. The autobots will later be visited by bumblebee Jazz's old comrade, who informed Bumblebee that his actions in cybertron's departure had angered the high council. After helping to capture a fugitive named Ped, Jazz voluntarily
returned to Seibertron and informed the council of what had happened. The team then received another group of cybertronic visitors in the form of Autobod bounty hunter Drift, Desepticon frampton bounty hunter and their mini-horse teammates. Both Savibera came to collect an award placed on Bee by the High Council for his actions, but Drift was convinced of Bee's nobility after
the Bee saved his life. The team managed to beat the Fracture, and although his ship was lost, they used a ground bridge. After all of them, but Grimlock and Fixit received Desepticon Hunters, the Bees and his team will again be forced to deal with Steenchau's gang - now including Thunderfoot, Underby and Fracture and his Mini-Consum, both of which are chasing Desepticon
delegate grip. The Bee team managed to capture all the Decepticons, but were forced to flee when Styow broke free and threw an unmanned barge into the path of a river boat. Drift and his mini-prisoners would later return to Earth and subsequently join the team. The team continues to capture escaped prisoners. The Bumblebees contacted Optimus again with additional
warnings shortly before Steeljaw and its packaging were able to briefly delay the waste warehouse's apologies; But the autobots were able to rebuild their base. The team soon won a new ally in the form of Primus's chosen female warrior Autobot Windblade, who helped the team secure the fugitives Razorpaw and Ziza before departing. Unfortunately for Bambleby and his team,
the threat that Optimus warned them was soon revealed as Megatron, a disgrace to thirteen. After striking a deal with Steeljaw's package, Megatron instructed them to build several necessary devices they made after filming Strongarm, Sideswipe and the returning Windblade. Beevelby led the rest of his team against them, only for Optimus to arrive shortly before Megatronus
appeared. Weakening in front of his former commander, Bumblebee is more interested in optimus's good leadership than trusting his previous experiences. Luckily, his team curled up behind him and gave him the courage to stand firm, allowing them to conquer Steelyau's Pack after a decepticon tyrant had been removed from the battle by Megatron. The autobots fought to
prevent the destruction of Earth and Cybertron, and were able to manage it after discovering latent forces of Bumbleby, Sideswipe and Decepticon the Hunters of Strong Arm, used in tandem and copied the sword form of optimus First Decepton Hunter. With Megatron defeated and eventually eliminated, the autobots went home, with Bumblebee finally finding his rallying cry: Turn
over and Defeated and the majority of Pack detained, Bumblebee wondered if his fellow Autobots wanted to stay with him on Earth. For one who agreed, with the accession of Windable and Optimus officially joined the team, although Optimus did the same as Bumblebee rather as his boss. Turning his attention to the deseptic fugitives still scattered around the world, Bumblebee
decided to split his team by sending Drift, his Mini-Cons, and Windblade to search for The Decepticons elsewhere, while the rest of the team stayed in the waste warehouse. At will, Optimus and Sideswiwipe joined the team that ended up in the Arctic after optimus's changed state damaged its Groundbridge. Unfortunately, the rest of the team had to deal with another problem:
overload, a deseptic that had previously infiltrated the autobots and caused Bumblebee to suffer serious injuries, severely injured the former scout. Bumblebee is consumed with the transfer of overload, even after the mini-con fugitives broke free during the initial battle; the two Mini-Minuses subsequently join forces with overload. Would have continued to carry out his missions,
although he had acquired the ability to combine with his teammates, he became a edgier of ethics during Stunticon battles. Eventually, he realized that he had made a perfect formula for the worst and resumed his usual command style for the rest of the show. Transformers: Bumblebee rescue bots appear in the Episode Bee in Rescue, where he helps rescue bots and their human
partners investigate a fallen meteor. Optimus Prime briefly gives Bumblebee to watch rescue bots and the Burns family work together. Cody and the rest of the Burns family were unable to understand Bumblebee and required one of the rescue bots to translate. Rescue bot blades also happen to be a big bumblebee fan (who is said to be a legendary scout and war hero from the
rescue bots). When Heatwave, Boulder and Gois are infected with a substance contained in the meteor, bee, blades and burns family work together to destroy the meteorite and get a sample in the hope of finding a cure. Bumblebee and blades successfully destroyed the meteors and extracted the sample, but at the cost of infected as well, but fortunately Burnsy used analysis of
the Bumblebee sample meteorite found, They were able to find a cure in the Autobots database, to treat a bee and rescue bots. At the end of the episode, Cody learned to know about grandmothers. Before leaving, Bumblebee asked Burnsy (Cody acts as an interpreter) if they could photograph him and The Blade. Bumblebee returns with Optimus Prime in This Is Bot Time and
Bots to the Future, where they return in time to rescue bots from Dr Morocco. They're returning to another gift with Dr. Morocco, who runs Griffin Rock. They fight Morbot as rescue bots go to They found that That's how Morbot's army exists. They go back in time to bring him back to the present, which then changes back to the regular schedule. Bumblebee later returned to Odd
Bot Out, where he was sent to search for a missing Griffin Rock cybertronic artifact, while Optimus searched the nearby seabed. Bumbleby teamed up with Danny, who was temporarily unable to fly the Blades due to the pilot's license expiring. He returns in episode 4 Uninvited Guest, makes a landing on a krab at the training center and helps to contain the unabashed Energon
Yaiter. Will Friedley last contacted his best friend Jason Marsden. The Rescue Bots Academy saw Bumblebee receive numerous mentions and cameos photos while he was brought in as a guest teacher in the Bee prepared episode, to the excitement of all the recruits, especially Wedge. Friedle was cast as bumblebee's voice actor for the series because the series would become
a non-union, being replaced by Jeremy Levy, who used the same voice used for Cybervers. Cre-O Transformers BumblebeeTransformers characterTransformers characterPregical appearance Last bot standingAbout the universeActionalfunctionHeroic Autobot WarriorPartnerRed AlertAlternate modesSports car Bumbleby is an autobot warrior, and is based on the version of
generation 1 of the character. Fictional biography Sup? I'm Bumblebee, and I'm just for the coolest KREON character you'll ever meet. When I don't get the rest of the AUTOBOTS in my car, I like to spend my time driving along the highway at maximum speed, hunting for the best energon source. Hobby: Fun PROWL and speeding! Favorite hangout: There are a lot of people
everywhere and loud music! Big plan: Form a block-rock band. And also learn how to brick surf. The animated series Kreon Bumblebee appeared in the animated pieces Last Bot Standing, [42] Bot Stars, My Journey Is Better Than Your Journey, [44] The Great Race,[45] Megatron's Revenge Gift, [46] Megatron's Revenge, [47] and Quest for Energon, Part 1. [48] Games Kre-O
Bumblebee appears in flash video game Kre-O transformers Konquest. In this game Creon Optimus Prime tries to avoid bombs and collect recovery parts of Kre-O Ratchet, Mirage, Proul and Bee. [49] Angry Birds' transformers appeared in the 10th part of the Angry Birds series, Angry Birds Transformers Bumblebee. Here he is depicted by Chuck (better known as Yellow Bird).
Bumblebee/chuck will have two variations, one that is yellow with black stripes based on its pre-Age of extinction species. And the one that is based on his era of extinction. Both look like a Dodge Challenger in vehicle mode. Transformers: Cyberverse BumblebeeTransformers characterAV war byEnglishjeremy LevyHindi 1 (Season 1) Information B-
universeAphationAutobotJapanese namedBumblebeePartnerWindblade Bumblebee is one of the main characters of transformers: as well as the original character for seasons 1 and 2 before sharing the role with Optimus Prime, Cheetor for Season 2 and Hot Stick for Season 3 to take the story of Quintesson arch. References ^ Movie review: Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen
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